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In the olden days life was
very different. Unless their
family was rich most
children had lots of chores to
do and of course in those
days there was no electricity
to make things easier.

I wonder
what it was
like inside
their houses.

What would we find
inside people's homes
a long time ago?

range

wooden sink

Rich people would have lived in
a house like this with lots of
rooms. They would have had
servants to look after them and
their servants would live and
sleep in bedrooms on the top
floor of the house.

What was
it like in the
olden days?
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Which
room
do you
think
this is?

What sort of things would
they have in their houses in
the olden days?

What would
the rooms be
like?

Would they have had any
of these things?

Which
room
do you
think
this is?

kitchen

Tour the house

These walls have been
cutaway to show you
the kitchen, the
scullery and the yard
where the servants
are busy working.

scullery

Most poor people lived
in terraced houses but
they would have only
one or two bedrooms
upstairs and one or two
rooms downstairs.
They wouldn’t have had
a bathroom!

dresser

Did you guess it’s the kitchen where all the
cooking was done on the range that is set in
the wall. Can you see the wooden sink for
washing up? Servants would work in here.

This is a farm worker’s
cottage. It would have been
very crowded and there
was only one bedroom for
all the family to share.

Here is a cutaway
picture of the cottage.
Look carefully.
What do you notice?

Did you guess that this would have been a
bedroom in a rich person’s house?
They would have had servants to make
their beds and clean for them.

A kettle
made of
cast iron.

Did you
guess it
was the
kitchen?

I wonder what
these are and
where they
belonged.

Often there
wasn’t enough
room for
everyone to
have a bed of
their own!
What else can
you see?
What’s in the garden?

A trivet

A range

A cooking
pan

This family
only had
two rooms!

yard

Here is a cutaway picture of
a poor family’s house.

A flat iron

Did you
guess it
was the
scullery?

A dolly and
washboard

I wonder what
these are and
where they
belonged.

A basin and ewer or pitcher were
kept in each room for washing.

Did you
guess it
was the
bedroom?

A chamber pot was kept under
every bed in case people
wanted to go to the toilet in the
night.

I wonder what
these are and
where they
belonged.

A stone hot water bottle was
filled with hot water and put
in bed on cold nights.

There was no central heating. Coal fires were
lit to give heat in the kitchen and other rooms.
This is a coal scuttle made from copper. It was
used to bring coal into the house.

Did you
guess it was
the sitting
room?

fireplace

Here is a
clue. You all
have one of
these at
home!

Only rich people
in big houses
would own one
of these!

What is it?

Did you
guess that it
was one of
the very first
fridges?

Before fridges were invented people had ice
safes like the one in the picture.
They were large wooden chests lined with a
metal called zinc. They had a large lump of
ice inside to keep food cool and fresh.

They could only be opened
once a day in case the ice
melted and caused a flood!

I wonder where
these things
belonged?
Oil lamps
gave light.

What do we have
now that is like an
ice safe?
Did you guess it’s
a cool box?

What is it?

Only rich people in
big houses would
own one of these
but now you all
have one at home!

Did you guess
that it was
one of the
very first
vacuum
cleaners?

The first portable vacuum cleaner was
invented 100 years ago before that
dirt had to be swept or beaten away!

Here is a clue.
You all have
something at
home that is
used for the
same thing!

Tin baths like these were hung on a wall in the scullery
or even hung on the wall outside the back door.

What is it?

Did you guess
that it is a tin
bath – a hip
bath?

When you wanted a bath you had to
put your tin bath infront of the fire
and fill it up with hot water from the
kettle. It took a long time to put
enough water in the bath to wash
yourself!

There were no ‘hot’
taps in those days.
Keeping clean was
very hard work!

Objectives: Children should learn:
•to recognise different rooms and household objects from a long time ago
•to describe the characteristics of household objects from a long time ago

Mangles had two big rollers that squeezed water out of
the washing.

Did you guess
that it is a
mangle?

Now we have spin driers that whirl
the water out of clothes so that they
can be dried more easily.

What are
these?
Can you
remember?

Activities:
Read the children a story set in a Victorian or Edwardian home and show them pictures of different
rooms in the home. Ask them to identify each room using the furniture and household objects as clues.
Encourage the children to notice and describe as many objects as they can in each picture. Ask them
to use their knowledge about their own homes to identify those objects in the picture that are the
same as today's, those that are different but recognisable, and those they do not know anything
about.

a basin and ewer
a fireplace

Use the children's suggestions and ideas to develop a word bank of new nouns and adjectives.
Outcomes:
•identify the rooms in a home from long ago
•describe, using appropriate vocabulary, features, furniture and household objects from homes from
long ago
Points to note: A class display of pictures of Victorian or Edwardian homes could provide a useful
point of reference for this activity and those that follow.

a baby’s bottle
chamber pots
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What is it?

Everyone would
have owned one
of these.
You might have
something at
home that does
a similar job.

Old and New Houses game for two players Link
The Kitchen Past and Present (Cymru) Interactive Link
Cooks today and in the past Link
Virtual Victorians Link

Links from Child Education
Victorian House Link
Victorian House link
Victorian House Link
House detective Link
Victoraian Family & Servants
Link

